
Appendix 11 

BNC Concordance lines for /ɡɹ/ 

theoretical standpoint: the standing-wave pattern greatly complicates the atomic response and can

national parks, under pressure from the growing numbers of visitors and the tourist industry

initiate asthma. The condition is affecting growing numbers of children in the country, with

Fish are unable to spawn as their breeding grounds are buried or destroyed by sand banks created

the second case, a special element *lt; group> is used, which can appear as the body of

a whim of gravity's. Your father in the greenhouse with his watering-can, cultivating the

around around the urban area. true. If the greenbelt is to mean anything. Well there would be

phoning the clients back and saying, Look yeah great alarm systems blah blah we have an alternative

before between erm VAX systems and Silicon Graphics systems. I also I mean Sun to Silicon Graphics

failed to see a crane coming towards her. A great shudder went through the old house, as

regimental life who enters the Mess, sees a great array of flowers and demands" who put those

quite near the Alps and we were collecting a great deal of ice. My wireless operator reported

was nothing static about her looks. They grew on you. Her face was like a beautiful landscape

specifically the story of the fisherman, Peter Grimes , as the subject of his first opera.

nineteen nineties, it will have to create a greater consensus in health and social care as

estimate. About three and a half foot from the ground . Yes so I I three and half I think sounds

was more effort placed in the high risk group than erm there would have been we actually

of delaying diagnosis in the lower risk group patients because clearly the other groups

with a frown, `I thought you were going to Greece this summer.' `Yes, I was. But it

become far too familiar with your greedy, grasping little ways.' `That's almost funny

but it didn't change the fact that she was greatly attracted to him, and that was where the

something she had frequently encountered with Graham Rowell whenever she had attempted anything

let (eg Basingstoke and Deane BC v Host Group [1988] 1 WLR 348; British Airways v Heathrow

practice was recently considered by Turner J in Groome v Norman Motors (Wallisdown) Ltd on 3 July

the financial advisers, are likely to be greater than those of the vendor. The investors

publication of diaries of cabinet discussions on grounds of confidentiality after a period of ten

syntactic units can intermittently form rhythmic groups - the nineteen" tone units" Cureton identifies

translation. Heres, for example (in ," the greedy clutches of your heir"), denotes something

also want to address a narrower point in greater detail in relation to my own county of

Environment. The directive requires greater protection for sites of special scientific

not primarily responsible for the lowest groundwater levels since the 1940s. " The level of

she choked out. He sat back, smiling grimly . `And you're reverting to type, sweetheart

be far off the mark either, Rory realised grimly . `It's Adam, isn't it?' Candy said

with her.' Shelley felt a pang of grief for the lonely man. `She was beautiful,

accusation. `I didn't realise…' With a shuddering groan , he lowered his damp forehead to rest on

came to us. But she grew up. Oh yes, she grew up, into a beautiful, spoiled young woman

he to probe into her personal life? With growing anger, she decided to retaliate. She said

something to look back on with pleasure and gratitude for the rest of my life.' `That's

is through just saying you, what are your grievances and then ultimately that will result in



without and therefore we accept the grant grant fifty thousand in these four counties planning

inside you I dare say, as opposed to the gruel you've been getting in hall. Right. Okay

The problem will be that we have no great tacklers in the midfield without Batts.

Borneo and central America, similarities greater than between these peoples and their geographic

accompli' can be used by developers to force the grant of planning permission. (3) Premature

orders had been made covering the whole of Great Britain, the `second appointed day' (or

of his presence? He is truly one of the greatest players who has ever donned a Leeds shirt

factors is needed in order that a high-risk group can be selected for whom events of certain

illustrating the account of a battle which the Greeks lose because Achilles will not fight, angry

justifies this as follows: `If [Bach] is great , that is not because of, but in spite of

love is nothing like that. My love is this great company of brave young men who are proud

conduct of the crisis could be seen as a great achievement, yet something so negative

little time, it is hard for us to really grasp the rapid pace of development. US futurologist

archives, there will be greater emphasis on and greater demand for the inclusion of training in

years to come. International flavour A GROUP of Japanese customers were given the red

multicultural, like… er… him!' Loud applause greeted this remark. The headmaster seemed sincere

. Gibbs read out the charge: there was a great deal of florid preambling, all about the

in roughly two years. The building of the great dish was to split the staff of the Radiophysics

employment. Many civil engineering and law graduates , for instance, have chosen not to enter

objected to on both political and logical grounds . Politically such change will almost certainly

mend our ways and Arnold Bros (est. 1905) graciously allows us back into the Store as better

.' `They ran over Nisodemus,' said Grimma . `And when we used to live in a hole, nomes

opened, and a woman in bare feet, with long grey hair hanging half-plaited over her shoulder

elsewhere. They passed it, but their audit was gruelling . The `gruelling', or at least rigorous

was by then `on the move not only to the greater degree of independence in validation implied

the cleft in the cliff over the gaunt and grimacing features of the man she had once loved.

Zeinab came down the stairs. Zeinab had no great love of Copts but she wasn't having anyone

quite empty by now and he and the little group of men with him made their way across it

The connection with sectarianism was made gradually and only came after a succession of similar

all her sons. She'd hoped Bernard would grow up to be a priest: now he'd taken up with

and was a counsellor, as his father and grandfather had been before him. The counsellor

know how willing the commons will be to grant an aid for a foreign queen! They starve

Lavinia?' The sharp black eyes held the grey . `What's between you and Benedict?'

leapt astonishingly, all four feet off the ground in a strange little manoeuvre like a startled

holds no greater sadness than to be blind in Granada .' That she would come here, knowing that
last-time-leave blandishments of my faceless 
father. Granny , they said, was a good Christian woman,

My ankles are stroked hard by thick wet grass . It's a roadside somewhere - the same day

inside with paint and nails. A chair of grey-flecked green, fabric missing from both arms exposing

transitions found. With the trigrams however the graph appears to still be ascending quite rapidly

, but you are!' Alain kept his punishing grip on her arm and glared down at her. `Your

central government through the rate support grant , which took some account of the needs of

too, because they come in everything from grey to lime to variegated greens." This

from becoming obligated to special interest groups . H. E. Alexander describes the four basic

Our present system has merely augured the growth of passive citizenship. The Conservatives



signifies a breaking down of powerful interest groups such as trade unions and large corporations

catering industries are currently under great pressure to maintain satisfactory standards

alcohol EARLY in the New Year Wedgwood Group employees will receive a copy of the company

unit-based provision, and to record all group awards on the same document which will

overnight but the feedback I get is there's now greater visibility of managers and supervisors.

Wade Dooley and Mike Teague from England's Grand Slam team. Five hundred tickets priced

likely to be modest, overall world economic growth was expected to slow to 2 per cent in 1990

share in 1987 of only 0.7 per cent of world gross domestic product (GDP) and exports.

psychological" importance in preparing the ground for future peace talks within the framework

see pp. 34503-04); CDU 67 (69); FDP 9 (9); Greens 8 (11). North Rhine-Westphalia The

Budget deficit (as % of GNP) 1.7% (1988) Gross domestic product US$1,199,400 m. Inflation

delegates also refrained from joining either grouping . Many of these were regarded as more hardline

external public debt US$2,879 m. (1987) Gross domestic product US$8,150 m. (1987)

arctic co-operation Award Type: 4: Research grant Award Ref No: R/000/23/2277 Old Ref No:

English local government Award Type: Research Grant (Project) Award Ref No: RE/00/23/2131 Old

, and spreadsheets for the production of graphic output of numerical data, has recently

age of usefulness. Sitting in the greenhouse with her seedlings, she was safe from the

pressing her chin on James' head, should they grow up so fast? Why should they go to school

announce the imminent arrival of one Miss C Grayson . You can ask her to your coming out party
Lincolnshire, 1799-1871 Award Type: 4: 
Research Grant Award Ref No: RG/00/23/2354 Old Ref No:

The Biomedical and Physiological Research Group , Biological Sciences Institution: University

British superstores Award Type: Research Grant (Project) Award Ref No: F/00/23/2052 Old

consumer expenditure on particular commodity groups ; (b) exploring the relationship between

character. Model development The Group 's main focus of development work now lies
PROPOSED BY VENDOR Name Limited -
Group Group accounting policies Specific policies

subscribe for or purchase any securities in Growing Business Limited. This report is

ultimately holed a putt across the 18th green to make the half-way cut by a shot, an

went off early in the second half with a groin injury and could miss the rest of the season

Ulster entries are very thin on the ground as far as the English Derby is concerned

Magistrates are expected to decide whether to grant access to parents, guardians or custodians

only concession he would be likely to get, Grant nodded his acceptance. The knife did not

without renegotiation, and sought to introduce greater transparency into the working of the EC

1988) Males 72 69 71 Females 78 75 77 GDP growth (1989) 4% 2.3%+ GDP per head (1989, US$
relationship which had developed between 
pressure groups and entrenched state politicians, and to

demarcation of the Sir Creek area in the Great Rann of Cutch [see p. 38153]. Prime

a liquidity crisis and led to share the group 's share price falling to a low in January

reinforce dykes and assist flood refugees. State grain reserves were opened in Anhui and Jiangsu

, work opportunities and food. EUROPE GREECE Bush visit United States President George

countries of a" regional conference and action group " to enter each other's territory, sea or

legislation provided for the maintenance of ground forces, an air force, air defence, a task

over a 20-year period with a three-year grace period, while commercial debts would become

government measures would (i) crack down on groups smuggling refugees across borders: (ii)

movement subsided in mid-November as the two groups appeared to reach a compromise [see p.



economic embargos since 1976, which have 
caused great poverty there. The embargos were supported

order to raise a matter that is causing me great concern - the number of cases in my constituency

almost unconscious.' Marie-Christine grimaced again. `Ah, the accident. Well, she is

offering itself to this new intimacy in greedy delight. Wave after wave of a pleasure

to South Africa and other anti-apartheid groups . The action had been taken after Nelson

life is absolutely vital - any stunting of growth in these years cannot be made up for in

please contact Keith or myself, it is a great day with some super Welsh lads. EVEN

enough. When I was young, England seemed green and fresh, in the morning-time of its life

entirely agree with my hon. Friend. To take the grid company back into public ownership would

policies of those who advocate a lesser or greater degree of Scotland's separation from the
COMMONS Select Committee Reports Mr. 
Harry Greenway To ask the Lord President of the Council

sure whether we have found a professional group that the Government have as yet failed

the Forth Valley health board area will greet his decision with great dismay, especially

for recurrent and capital expenditure on grant-aided colleges. These measures will allow for

Scotland than it has here. Mr. Thomas Graham (Renfrew, West and Inverclyde) Is the

forgotten her own state of undress. She made a grab for her wrap. `It's a bit late now

mullioned windows. In the centre of a large green , a wooden seat, built around three large

inference in econometrics Award Type: Research grant Award Ref No: RB/00/23/2156 Old Ref No:

's right hand to the little finger of the groom 's left hand with a gold chain. They rotated

earth history, we can find many examples of great thicknesses accumulating very rapidly indeed

disincentive effect was greater for higher-income groups , as one might expect with these paying

Slater said quietly to himself as Sara took Graham 's plastic tumbler and put it on the mantelpiece

try one more time. Your name Is Mr Steven Grout " " Correct," Steven nodded.

dash of realism and a great big dollop of gratitude to a situation like this. And anyway, he

found inside the south entrance of the west granary refers to a nameless officer in charge

remembers her mother when she was already grey-haired , but she still thought of her as beautiful

that colliers, like potters, were among the groups who could maintain living standards by

discussion of punctuation. In many grammar books you will find a rule which says that

Graph Having described what the Chart qua graph looks like we must now consider its properties

found in the 26 to 30 year old group. This group emerged as the most likely to obtain a

a period of two years, during which time growth must be shown in all areas of our operation

discussed/clarified. It is planned to have smaller group discussion first with an Open Forum to
manslaughter. If so, the law has been extended 
from gross negligence to carelessness. One difficulty

concerted action by the US, USSR, France, and Great Britain, and announced an arms embargo

procedure and the readings obtained from each group compared. Data from patients in the control

infiltration in the entire pancreatic gland). Grading of vacualisation was based on the appropriate

finding of functional hyposplenism in this group of patients with alcoholic liver disease

where they coincide is nineteen twenty, the great erm influenza epidemic actually killed

accurate measure of those diagnosed in this age group and is very similar to our value of 19%

lecture monogamous birds with long breeding groups where you get desertion. What seems to

was not significantly different in the two groups - that is, mean (SD) 94.1 (46.0) IU×10/h

of vesicles on a carbon free hydrophilic grid as described by Huang. (c) Cholesteryl

Ackworth. At that time numerous Dissenting groups were meeting in private houses or cottages



(i.e. to OX 1 ), the grant must be much greater (i.e. equal to 16). Matching closed-ended

this is not the case in the USA. Lump-sum grants from a central government stimulate greater

easier. Any observed difference between two groups , no matter how small, can be made to be

had more severe arteriopathy than those in group A and greater staining of the endothelium

are encouraged to meet locally in informal groups . The College maintains a 24-hour telephone

ornament is a continuation of development from Greek and Etruscan work; it has solidity of mass

was developed. The houses at Pompeii vary greatly in size and elaboration, from two or three

even Morse was lost a little; but then he grinned acknowledgement: `You're a cultured sod

equals the sum of its dividend yield and growth rate. Why? 10 Analyse the sources of a

side'. Race was, in the Tory party, the great unmentionable. `Sex is taken in its

attention. Harvey elbowed his way through and, grasping Amaranth by the hand, pulled her away from

that the writings of Fortunatus's friend, Gregory of Tours, need to be considered. All too

William's appeal to Whigs and Dissenting groups , and John Wildman urged that the invasion

station centre, erm, as I say, we've also been granted permission to use the site behind and planning

individual There You're talking about a group of individual things Right, we'd have to

to do it in. Right, there, there isn't a great deal that you can get in, in fifteen minutes

Petersburg, his anxiety would have been greater still. Just after his emissary met Konstantin

's good technique to throw it back to the group . Alright when you get a question. Very

hyper-inflationary economies are material to the group . The abstract discusses acceptable methods

Hotels, is now secretary general of the Greek National Tourism Organisation. Paul

environmental seminars and is now initiating a ` green wing' scheme - a wing of guest rooms in

Coubrough is managing director, Portfolio Group of Companies . Food Safety Update Government

Chianti Rufina, Villa di Vetrice, Fratelli Grati , 1990 The Chianti Rufina region is one

for a new general lease and the Court will grant a new lease of up to 14 years unless the

deceit, would no doubt have accepted her gratitude willingly, however undeserved. As he had

asked: `Who d'you mean by `we'?' Maxim grinned suddenly at the idea of dragging George

range of bilingual materials available is gradually increasing. One example is the number stamps

particular `explanation' into either of the two groups I described above. Similar problems

like I'm seventeen slow inches long and growing with every stroke. Suddenly we are no longer

as having been turned consciously, by a great act of will on the part of its ruler, on

Brathwait (above, p. 200), a subject of great interest to every scientific lawyer, as

make the contract illegal and void.' With great respect to the learned Lord Justice I am

greater the child's chance of attending a grammar rather than a secondary modern school,

schools, though, these global figures conceal great variation from subject to subject. Figure

of Taylor's was in fact, approaching the Great Cross-course. A sump was being put down

employed on a regular basis as masons and did a great deal of work, not only on the mine, but

laughing, and the laughter grew and grew, and Graham laughed too. " I told you it was

, quartered 50gr/2oz candied peel finely grated rind of 1 orange finely grated rind of

capitulation to the Romans. Polybius acts as a Greek who has a vital interest in the proper

to be recovered from the long grass in a grey December dawn. Then there was the ship's

season, keep in mind that most children grow out of them by the time they're three -

header on as well it almost reached Rozario Greyson gets it clear. Chettle back into the Leicester

this is Gr just let me introduce you to Graeme . You are with the Citizen's Commission

existing pattern of trunk roads as they affect Greater York, do discharge an important function



between the Greater York districts er within Greater York, now as you'll be aware Chairman,

statistical rational erm to the desegregation of Greater York to its district components, bearing

seven, nine thousand seven hundred figure in Greater York, and and er s based on the data supplied

thing, you see when he's er down at his granny 's, my mummy and my daddy are actually talking

were the papers produced by the political groups , but they seemed fatally restricted to

together: here at least they were on their own ground . `I think we were aware of strains

It may be important…' `Hell,' Luke growled disgustedly, `that's just what we need

and develop management skills. With greater experience you can choose either to continue

mist. `Let me tell you, Deveraugh,' She gritted , her voice shaking with anger, `I've had

she was dismayed to find her usual easy grace had deserted her, leaving her clumsy and

paint applications plus a spreadsheet with graphs and charts and finally a communications

said his brown companion. `Rats, I'll grant you.' `It was no place to be in high

onto the beast's back. He reached down and grabbed Twoflower by the scruff of his neck, dragging

miserably. `Nice cue,' he said in a sexy growl , slowly releasing her. `Time we went to

both lots. Why?' `Chap I know,' lied Greg , `had some dealings with him. Some insurance

can be due to the dissolution of detrital grains (Fig. 5.16c, d), of cements and authigenic

bought herself were the bed and bed-linen. Gradually , as she could afford it, she'd replaced

finally to modern capitalist property. In the Grundrisse manuscript of 1857-8, Marx discussed social

infatuation, was what had allowed love to grow . She didn't even know at what point

Faye, moving gingerly in the bed. He grimaced . `Not too good, I'm afraid - I did everything

wicket gate, crossed the darkening village green . As he had guessed, Ranulf had led Maltote

ports in the United Kingdom for handling grain in bulk. 1904 Soon after completion

to enumerate the regime's achievements in grandiose - and extremely vague - terms. " What Spanish

Because of the differences in structure and gradings in the above two assessments, it is impossible

to heat stroke I elected to walk with the group carry 50 litres of water. This was needed

was no less sincere in his outlook than Gregory VII and he was no out-and-out secularist

a better housing business and providing greater satisfaction for our customers. I particularly

a wholly-owned subsidiary of JCI. Growth in gold mining activities during the 1930s

as" it is essential that we continue to grow in professional stature and experience,

ordinary morphological marking, as in: (12) Grandmother took the corner too fast However, one can

Furthermore, the Charter implied that the two greatest trading nations of the world should take

consideration. My proposal asks a great deal of many of you: time, energy, commitment

complemented by a pharmaceutical research group in the USA and by development groups and
MOVEMENT Why are you in my house? I'm 
Catherine Gray , I have nothing worth taking, there's only

Muirend Avenue. A meeting was held in Juniper Green Primary School Annexe on Monday, 27th August

Aid. The net payment is equivalent to a gross sum of £1,000. ACET an claim repayment

of Greeley's telling insights. At a graduation ceremony from the school, on Tuesday, May

lives in Berkhamsted, where she and I had grown up and where she and John had subsequently

Festival runs from August 23 to 26 on Paignton Green , Devon. Catch nursery exhibits and question

who was later to become my wife when she grabbed me by the arm and steered me into St James

' was John McLaggan, a horse dealer from Grandtully .) `And was the Duke on his feet or

The following can be normal signs of growing up, but if combined with the above may

autumn boost for the tourism industry, the group also proposed changes at the beginning

enthusiasm. The smell of couscous and other grain which filled the air constantly reminded



'd never heard, the tube, children who'd grown up with TV programmes we'd never seen,

rightfully distinct from, other similar groups . The theoretical or articulated ground

de France, which it very nearly was with Grappelli present, their spirits wouldn't have revived

`Eventually. About a dozen of us, all Grenadiers . Posted to the Reserve Pool at Rouen. And

surrounded by barbed wire) and informed them gravely that if they entered - no difficult matter

by Dalton, summed up the attitude of this group by arguing that a general strike against

Prize Winner First Prize Winner: Mrs K M Green from Shoreham-by-Sea for her composition

Leaving gaps in the base of the wall near ground level will prevent the build up of excessive

of similar character which need a longer growing season. These are installed in borders

guide Berkheya macrocephala Bold clump of green leaves with rich yellow heads. Prefers

Northend on a Friday night.' They gratefully made the front door of Nails's terrace

at what we do. It's a bit annoying to be grouped with bands from that category. It's probably

been particularly happy about being in the group and it just came to a head.' The

in Sean and Michael's new service flat in Gramercy Park, New York City. Both men had moved

Brookside omnibus, your rucksack quietly grows grey mouldy bits at the back of a dark cupboard

to find attacking the nest, forcing the great bird to drop its intended dinner, a pine

opted-out schools (to be referred to as
grant-
maintained schools) might receive extra funds from

As can be imagined, in a place with such grand fishing traditions, people who go there

time at the house of his aunt Kay (wife of Grace 's brother Errol, then a prisoner-of-war

silhouetted against an angry battleship grey sky… Glamorgan is way up on Devil

the Russian; the other (the owl, not the grasshopper ) is not so good.' The fisherman (not mentioned

century by Alfred the Great. Containing a greater proportion of secular matter than the Church

supply channel extending deep down below ground . As the eruption continues the ejected

bottoms, subtly distinct from the flowers and grasses of the dry ridge crowns. The bulbous buttercup

reign, covetous eyes began to be cast on far grander prizes. The new card in the pack was foreign

away a wealth of interesting ideas from the Great Exhibition. Pipe-tile-making machines were

given him the vehicle given , thought Henry grimly ) number 47 had been watching over it in

they drove the enemy to their tents, making great mortality among them, and then they turned

there, so that newer patches of different grey made the whole affair appear shabbier than

get orf the paper, gal!' [WINTER IN THRUSH GREEN ] Almost next door stood Albert's second

lack of role can itself cause considerable grief . Much pressure can overtly or unwittingly

accepted. These new principles of greater kindness towards horses continued, despite

Oats are the safest and most natural grain to give to horses; they have been part

with their Israeli markings, piled on the ground in Tehran. The story of the operation

through lists of guns and launchers and grenades . One of the high points in the life of

ruins, ambushing one another. They scooped gravel from the paths and carried it in apron-pouches

this as in so many other things. He took a great interest in young people, not only during

is as it is, with so many pauses and such great spaciousness. RO Is it true you were

methods which can sometimes help to define groups of coins. The three principal methods,

Foinavon should not have won the 1967 Grand National. But he did. Pat Buckley rushes

Zuwaya youths, for example, could bring grim reprisals on their heads by taunting Magharba

Lord Edward Carson. Hour after hour the great multicoloured sails swept past. Best

people of Salcey Forest have appeared in such great strength in the forest that the keepers

where former GrandMet chairman Sir Stanley Grinstead is to join the board, has bounced back



particulars whether permission had been granted for a house which is up for sale to be

in the category for slightly bewildering greetings goes to Romola Christopherson, director

coli , though plasmids seem to belong to groups , not all of which are compatible with each

when he is publicly declaring a desire for greater friendship and understanding with the very

said Wilcox. Roobish . `They used to be, I grant you, some models, but now our quality control

were once more outside. It was certainly a great deal darker than when they'd arrived.

more than a primary level of education. The graduates had frequently been more successful than

days supply) 20 tablespoons = 400ml = of a granule per 5ml dose (80 days supply) 15 tablespoons

birth. They feel nurture is of infinitely greater importance than nature. As I say, I doubt

chairs there were on the Street. Graham stirred and spoke with a careful lack of

grass. Her paws kept reaching for the ground , but it was not there. She tried gamely

affect humans as well as dogs. I would be grateful for more information. A The disease

to compose operas and ballets which had greater continuity. His ideas of symphonic development

pubs including the City of Mabgate and the Grove Inn in Leeds, the Marine Hall in Fleetwood

cross a river on a chip of wood. This single great emptiness before him has lots of smaller

have changed: not that long ago `medium grade ' meant VS and the centre of gravity has

studies, and put him in the forefront of the group of scholars who were beginning the process

31 August 2001 - equivalent to a yearly gross redemption yield of nearly 10.5 p.c.

allow `everybody born in Scotland, be he Greek , Tasmanian, or the bastard child of an

capt), J Conolly, A Jefcoat, R Tapper, I Grover , F Davies. Sub: P Elvin. Old Etonians:

coach, Bob Torrance. Woosnam lost ground with a 73 and admits that he is `not in

teachers and governors attending the third grant maintained schools conference in London

Mould, getting more and more excited. He grabbed hold of the net and prepared himself for

Away from the dunes the machair level rises gradually before falling again towards wet hollows

tips were (and still are) a spring-time green vegetable, high in vitamins and minerals

evolutionary principles in mind. Professor Graham Cairns-Smith of the University of Glasgow

All you need to do is choose one of the great Nicam TV or Video recorders we have on

were the people who were already `suffering greatly from having some 57,000 boat people there

more extreme than ever. There is the growing allure of apocalyptic solutions. Harkabi

years from 1958 until 1973. In peacetime, growth is the normal condition of the economy.

to grow,' he said. `Although these groups presently account for only 7 per cent of

unsafe working conditions. Alistair Graham , director of the Industrial Society, said

Department admitted yesterday that it had granted the FBI authority to `override' international
Hampshire, who bears resemblance to Robin 
Smith, grunting goody in Star Wars. `Or could they be,

fiduciary management business and NSR. Caird Group plans a 34.5m pounds rights issue By JASON

Chrysler is suffering falling sales amid growing Japanese competition, will not confirm

burdensome regimes', he said. The Australia Group comprises 20 industrialised nations committed

county federation of WEA branches, student groups and affiliated societies - the first in

with Frank Jacques. Development and growth in the District's work was, of course,

the leaves and stalks of the shrubs. It grieved me to see how they had stripped the great

greater than anything he had ever done. It was greater than him. He was not needed any more.

preached in the little church at Turnham Green , to whence he had walked from Isleworth

full. The idea of multi-disciplinary group work in such situations is not new; but

assessments of the homes were similar in the two groups and between nursing homes and old people



of that group of young men who gave the greatest gift of all in 1941, when the Battle of

MCVITIE'S, part of the United Biscuits Group , announced today that it is to invest £4m

On the other hand, there are tables and graphs and a methodical list of the alternatives

under which departments such as film crews, graphics , make-up and props now compete with non-BBC

at 36, is still contemplating a return to Grand Slam tournaments, faces Olivier Delaitre

Although his contribution to photography is grounded in his 60 years of documentary work, Doisneau

change took place for three reasons. The fast growth of private trading and corruption associated

says, jarv or wolverine. I have to admit grudgingly that this is interesting, and I trudge

batallion won a notable engagement at Goose Green , despite losing their commander, Colonel

his early days with the firm that it would grow into such a huge food manufacturer. Then

number of people on both the bride's and the groom 's side are involved in an obligatory exchange

junior recruits sit on the edge of the parade ground to witness the parade and to learn what
bone-chilling mist; then, in a loping run, under 
the great beech tree, home. Supper was ready - soup

said failure to pass the legislation to the grassroots would be a `betrayal of women out in the

its exposed area embedded in the river's gravelly floor. He squatted precariously and lifted

been installed, their projecting parts are ground down, the new metal and the iron local

a concerted public campaign, the Bethnal Green Hospital (opposite) was geriatrified, then

replace planning. Private ownership would grow gradually , with small firms multiplying even as big

climbing the ridge. The woman leading the group spots a stand of dead apple trees. Letting

ranked according to profitability and profit growth , which helps spur competition between IDG

looked in. On the back seat was a sack of grain and a box of cartridges. He was curious

Cook the roux paste for a few seconds, then gradually add the milk. Bring to the boil, stirring

surprise he said I might. So I was in a great state of elation. But to my disappointment

that - good friends, really talented, I'd grown to really like David's music. It was at

impulse to the early days of punk, when groups like Marine, The Pop Group and A Certain

The blonde-haired, blue-eyed girls grew up as bright, chatty children with individual

the widely-expressed view that Pipe is the greatest jump trainer in racing history. Many will

variety of purely physical factors making for great erosion hazards, must also be taken into

while being strongly criticised on various grounds , has many examples of this phenomenon.

Department Rank Video Services Phoenix Park Great West Road Brentford Middlesex TW8 9HR

noticeable around commuter towns such as Grantham , and the changes in the landscape due to

allow. She drove an immaculately glossy green Beetle. `I was intrigued by your

.' They drove in convoy round behind the great house, on a sopping weed-infested gravel

as grandfathers. This was partly because grandmothers lived longer and were more often widowed

the world experienced such a spectacular growth , achieved such a startling apogee in the

Sealdah station of 1862 derived its prime grandeur from its engineering works: a six-mile
understanding of doggy psychology. G Lawrence 
of Great Barr, Birmingham is a police dog handler

farmers and farm workers can form local groups . These courses cover such subjects as sheep-dog

score and the 66.8 per cent obtained by Graaskamp , the most successful of all the nasty strategies

country was hostile… its shabbiness I took for granted ,' Sisson recalls about his school-age surroundings

club'. The statement also expressed ` grave concern about the recent uncertainty' surrounding

the briny. Or rather, it was bumping and grinding the heels of its expensive floats against

July 1939, a group of fifteen children from Great Engeham and Whittingham Farm School left

crested newt . Dragonfly The Rides Open grassy tracks or rides that divide up the plantation



between the two families, but the girls grow up identical in appearance, nature and

ambience of this early intimacy prepare the ground for feelings encountered later in life,

other items of equal value which shed a great deal of light on Tree's productions and

chairman of the TV Listings Campaign lobby group , says: `We ended with a decision which

crease or, as Graham Gooch, by standing his ground and putting the wight on the front foot

century was not George but uncle William. Grahame Booker GRAHAM GOOCH - THE BIOGRAPHY

play area at the Stratton Bates recreation ground in Grange Road, Alresford when it was opened

borrow. Local rivers include the Beas ( grade 3-4, best done mid April - June or late

regret in his sleepy voice. She was growing warmer now and drowsier. With the decision

walls: the cell was narrow and fetid, a grating high in the wall gave a little air and

more and more embellished until octaves grab the attention, with the right hand adding

and it seems as though Handel, although no great literary expert, always responded well

in the morning? He probably puts on one green sock, one red. `But with his ability

. Barrie is ambivalent (at best) about ` growing up'. The story is `an insecure read' for

white. I turned towards one of the crowd, a grey hunched wrinkled old crone, and started

the years passed, the exotic Eastern cats gradually ousted the less exciting British cats and

relieve the cramp. The pain was agonizing. I groped around with my foot for the table-leg and

small blush-pink petals with a speck of green at its heart, set against dark-green foliage

might be: why not integrate fully? There's a great deal of language, for example, which can

? Two fellers fighting outside a pub, so grabbed them both. They were older than me. I was

to you and just one other person, not a group of people, it is easier to take initiatives

Bell and Szekeres (1974) in which impulsive gravitational waves are generated by the collision. In

to call his Pupils-I shall most willingly grant the use of the College Theatre for the

sediments. Porosity is found mainly in oolitic grainstones and is made up of both primary intergranular

decrease in abundance upwards away from the Grauer Salzton and result in an anomalous log

allowed to educationists. There may be a greater sense of adventure and novelty for employer
Headmaster of The Salisbury School (now 
Chafyn Grove ) was killed as she ran behind the reversing

root ginger, peeled and shredded freshly ground black pepper Place each mackerel in a

was the first time she'd been in such a grand vehicle, and when she looked over the side

in the Far East. Historic Maritime Greenwich is just four miles downstream from Tower

dominated by a minority of articulate men (all groups - social, work, political) that it was

geographic reference market, limited to Great Britain, in which the concentration threatened
Wedding and Home, Maxwell Consumer 
Magazines, Greater London House, Hampstead road, London NW1

to have.' I've been doing that,' he grumbled , but returned obediently to his task.

According to tradition, the horn symbolised the granting of the charter to Ripon in AD 886. The

and a painting. Men huddled together in groups , deep in earnest conversations; it was

' Ho stiffened beside him and Jack grabbed his arm to keep him still. `He wo

Where there is more rain and cloud the beet grows larger but it has less sugar content. The

E. A new industry - chemicals - has grown rapidly since 1920, as scientists invented

December 1983. Reaffirms the objectives of Green Belt policies and related development control

not. The more ancient the building, the greater the problem. It must be remembered that

retrospect, I believe to have been of the greatest significance to this journey. Although

emotions and conditions then that men fear so greatly are really very sweet and delightful. There

like the fields of force of electricity or gravity . These forces are strong and can alter



man with the magic feet, the man with the greatest goal scoring ratio that ever played for

meeting in Chicago with Carl Sandberg, the great contemporary American poet. One of Peter

remember being at the Hilker house off South Granville Street when Yehudi Menuhin was in town

. I was even more impressed by the great German conductor Dr Otto Klemperer, whose

livestock that it precipitated one of the last great subsistence crises of French history.

's military adviser, chaired a UN experts group that reported in 1981. A year ago France

programming projects, or explore Turtle Graphics (the best-known feature of LOGO). Others

difficult to sustain, led occasionally to a great deal of embarrassment, mixed always with

the army ant Eciton quadriglume ; it also grows quite well on hysterid beetles and mites

Ash Wednesday) were simply the latest in a growing list of catastrophes. Blocking the rain

close tabs on the mountain, he said. Greek physicists perfect earthquake prediction

totals for the period 1947 to 1976 being: GREATER FLAMINGO - Phoenicopterus ruber Status.

virtually confined to Chichester and Rye Harbour gravel pits and clearly correlated with the increase

stations. One day the news broke that 8 Group was to be disbanded and our office would

prison? FOWEY - Kenneth Grahame's `little grey seaside town'. It was in the last year

address of the Hyperactive Children's Support Group (HACSG) and suggested they write off for

ii) control of the amount of government grants and local authority revenue expenditure

event disclose the existence of the GEN groups . This is partly because of their ephemeral

succumbed to the verdict of a loaded ministerial group . Mrs Thatcher conducts a great deal

Where blest he woos some black Aspasia's grace , And dreams of freedom in a slave's embrace

letter and then -' She stopped and her eyes grew round with surprise. The man, having

your job file. Even when there is a grain or more of truth in a criticism, you may

panel structure in Lesotho where panels are grouped into five main areas: Language, Mathematics/Science

when attacked, and are capable of quickly growing new arms to replace them. Crabs throw off

Phillips' translation.) Depression It is a great pity that the same word - depression -

because the in er the income from the gilts is gross , it may be worth er it may be worth a non-taxpayer

beginning, Genesis one, was the word. The Greeks used this term not only of the spoken word

avocado together with one tablespoon find ground oatmeal and one teaspoon olive oil, and

school - he'd be laughed at for wearing grey flannel shorts and a Fair Isle pullover

to our clinic complaining that they have greasy hair, when they are simply not washing

explains. For the older 40-plus age groups , often high-flying career woman who have

think of nowhere better to go than to the grounds of the ancestral mansion of Studley park

Mothers leave older tumblers to enjoy group songs and rhymes before they start working

left on the supermarket shelf, golf's ` green ' credentials seem pretty strong. There's
recommended for the deepest powder snow. This 
is great in theory but your visibility under the

and molecules overwhelm the tendency for gravitational separation. However, if droplets of helium

stockings and a worn leather bag lay on the ground beside her. Matted black hair covered her

questions, she broke off. `Modern Greek ,' she said, only a little breathlessly

banged his tankard down on the bar with a grin and demanded a refill. `You're jumpy

unholy alliance,' says Professor Wilkinson. ` Groups such as the GC have often been assisted

Boohaker's NALA was one of several groups
affiliated to the national Council of Lebanese-
American

Mike Petty `s monthly books spot on BBC Greater London Radio goes out weekly from the end

interpretation. However, it has assumed great importance in the case law of the European

lines round her mouth and the flecks of grey in her hair, there was a bloom in her cheeks



observations from time to time. Melissa detected 
a growing rapport between them, and rejoiced.

penalty if the damage done is sufficiently great , always supposing that the culprit can

strings are the most expressive and flexible group in the orchestra. We will therefore allot

Ryazan-Uralsk railway succeeded in linking the grain producing regions along the Volga with

entitlement by use of the `Key Card' and the green form itself. The Key Card and the green

influence of different interests only when groups can be observed at work on their behalf
developments, one important aspect of which 
was the growing scandal over the inefficiencies of administration

generation of a number of options including a growth in the budget, standstill and a re-ordering

courses. Also in this category, however, is a group of establishments formed from the amalgamation

were descendants of Iapyx, a son of the great Daedalus's, who'd had the good sense not

Through the gate and over the lumpy ground , and she opened the door and went into

outcome which develops over time, as the group begin to understand what is required of

factors. 10. The effectiveness of groups is usually considered in terms of (a) accomplishment

only prescribed by his immediate Product Group Manager, but also by any one of the functional

your own country' - referred to by this group of girls, provides evidence in support

males, on whom they lay their eggs. The growing parasitic larvae soon inactivate the male

from same-sized Red Grouse (p. 97) in its greyer plumage, darker legs, forked tail and narrow

Tung heaved a sigh, then sat heavily on the great saddle of the shell. He looked up at his

and with worried parents - he radiated a great warmth of strong, friendly reassurance.

its collections to his great-nephew, Sir Gregory Turner, baronet, of Ambrosden in Oxfordshire

Millar, Sir Peter Lely , 1978.] Richard J Grace , Sir (Nicholas) James (Sutherland) ,
supposedly a tall, dark-eyed, handsome man, and 
a great hand with the ladies. Legend links him

then he had turned his head and seen that Grainne was watching him, and a sudden, surprised

down into the half-closed eyes, and saw Grainne smile, and saw, as well, that despite her

strength and intent to spring… As Grainne stood, unable to move, bars of moonlight

and fork gave it a bad taste'. At Greshornish , their horses, says Boswell, `had been

the skills to construct it.' Jehan grinned at the expressions on the faces of Orcadai

straps behind his saddle. He kicked the grey into a gallop, and it thundered across

cut someone else's budget - for example, grants to voluntary organisations from family

I was just…' He glanced round the room, grasping for words. `Speculating.' He could

Copper Beech Naiads had simply sunk to the ground , their hair falling about their bodies

storming down from their city to take Tara, Gruagach was taken by the Geimreadh . The

interior of the Bridge began to rock again. He gripped the side of a curved triangular plate which

outlining. Against these dubious features Grafpad does posses several very useful facilities

the original is maintained, the Messenger Group system refers to the spike as `carbons'

Meanwhile the Matterhorn begins to grow famous. Projections of it are reproduced

Officer heralded the replacement of the grandiose principles of sanitary engineering by preventive

this hour?' Sulien swung round to him gratefully . `Cadfael, I have a request to make of

680 by a suppliant, Ecgburh, expresses her grief at the loss some time before of her brother

breasts through the silk, her breathing growing heavier as she kneaded the sensitive buds

fruit machine and the loud chattering of a group of youngsters in their late teens for company

and out.' The two-way went dead and Gregson replaced it, pressing his foot harder on

this sort of thing was simply taken for granted , whereas when a nasty, selfish, attractive



`Of course I am. As are we all. To a greater or lesser extent.' `Oh, gawd…' said

motion. That weeping was his weeping; the grief that had overwhelmed him for so long. The

others. The Old Testament is one of the great world sources of compassion for the poor

Hawthorne researchers stressed the pressure that groups can bring to bear on members to conform

time. The members of the Fitzroy Street Group , notably Gilman, I. Charles Ginner [q.v.

exploration of New Zealand and Australia, Green was, in Cook's words, `indefatigable in

having opened up a fascinating new cruising ground accessible to those looking for fresh places

sales and local junk shops to match the mint green walls. Their sunny main bedroom is the

case of an application for the provisional grant of a licence, outline planning permission

to the new mood in the country so that it grudged towards state intervention in support of

context, the fact that Leninist and Trotskyist groupings are hopelessly divided and have never been

could be couple hours, couple days'. I ground my teeth as I watched her crawl back into

rather stale cobs already fallen to the ground . I munch some elderberries for consolation

groups nearby. Neighbours share feeding grounds , wallowing holes, and resting places. Group

digestive system. Pigs' skin is used for skin grafts on severe burns, and to test X-rays. Pigs

has obtained permission to leave on the grounds that he had an urgent appointment with

The 15th century thimble Some of the growth looked old but the trees themselves were

were Swedes of German extraction, died in Greece during the Venetian campaign. - A.R.B.

first, because she'd lived in a hulking great castle with fields and forests and things

have therefore tried to create a steering group combining a mix of experience and expertise

it satisfies will have to come under much greater restraint than is offered by the draft

one of the best guides available for local groups . The Campaign's Project Grants Fund

LASMO Oilers' captain, Peter Coote from graphics , explained: `The problem was that bubbles

Devon, leaving behind them some rhubarb growing in the garden which was still there when

confessions many years later, noted this sense of grievance which characterised him as a young man:

as if the private army was ready for the great coup. Even at the beginning of 1934

chapter begins by summarizing the common ground - that analysis can proceed `top-down'

instance, a flag at half-mast is a symbol of grief , whereas tears are a sign of grief. But

To make caramel shapes, place 75g (3oz) granulated sugar in a small saucepan. Heat gently

now in the hands of Cyril Stein's Ladbroke group , Vernons has been making bullish noises

Satow, Major Rupert Lendrum, and Mr John Grant joined me in the car and we drove, still

hyacinth Butomus umbellatus (flowering rush) grows to about 1 metre high Iris pseudacorus

Soviet suspicion of the anti-trusteeship groups was understandable enough and that both

and will never recognize it. So at this grave moment we have come to establish a supreme

few general remarks may help to clear the ground before the discussions over boundaries

other parts of the Empire - notably from Greece , from Syria, from Egypt, from Mesopotamia

contact their County Council to see what grants are available. Each Council has its own

of urban origin. As the industrial sector grew , especially with the rapid post-1918 development

legislation represented the end product of a gradual , and in the event protracted, evolution

every year. Second was a startling growth in convictions of young men aged between

was again Gloucester. He received a formal grant of the land in December 1471, although

lands in Wales as they fell vacant. The grant specifically included the right, during

Quiet American (1958), based on the novel by Graham Greene; and Marshall Thompson's A Yank

martial return for 1820 mentions `Regimental grey trousers, white trousers, white gaiters



would be if we could actually see it - as if gravity were somehow less real than light. No!

Managing failure is one of the Profitboss's greatest strengths. It's the basis on which he develops

sufficient inhabitants in Stockport for a good Grammar School, but without a department for the

almost the maximum level (100 in the Upper, Grammar School and 50 in the Lower, Free School

Education Act, the Governors opted for" Direct Grant " status, whereby the School received a

the USA was immense. Yet there were also great difficulties in fitting these large numbers

passage, and on the way up to the house Sir Gregory tried to think how he was going to pacify

squinting in the dim light coming through the grimly fanlight. " Why, so it is. What are you

imminent deluge, and instructed to build a great boat into which he was to take the seed

contrary, it is clear that some pressure groups and their campaigns are successful because

involving tabular data have been graded. The grading is only approximate because of the variation

Mandler and Johnson on what are called story grammars . How is it that we are able to predict

respected ally, in solvency and power - Great Britain.' Eric Sevareid, US TV Commentator

Sunderland. An unprecedented growth in small business. The Falklands Campaign

the bombs, and the sky came closer to the ground than seemed right. I understood what I
example in 1984 the world semiconductor 
market grew by nearly 50 per cent, but 1985 was a disaster

Ulster to Eire on a plate. We, like our growing number of thinking Ulsterfolk, envisage

building up their stores of food. Beetle grubs may spend seven years boring through wood

is the occasion for the pronouncement of great expectations. Mr Evans did more than expect

packet and lit it. He had always known that Graham would find him again one day. It had been

gloriously, fighting for Christendom in the great war against the infidel. The nearer the

people, perhaps. You don't change you know, growing older. I thought I had changed, that I'd

, the way they look after their eggs and grubs (larvae), the development of the larvae

according to country of birth and ethnic group Infection with Toxoplasma gondii can

diabetes and the age distribution for both groups were broadly similar suggesting that no
managerial behaviour? AUTONOMY: 
CREATIVITY AND GROWTH COALS The `need' theorists' concept of

that there are both formal and informal groups . Formal groups are created as mechanisms

aggression, may maintain the structure of the group . Put-downs of self may get sympathy and

included personal details (age, sex, current grade of employment, ethnic group, marital status

misusers differed from those described in other groups at risk. Subjects and methods Participants

Italian drawings in twelve volumes and still growing Now nearly eighty-five, Bernhard Degenhart

than the index as a whole, with an overall growth between 1985 and 1990 of 180% and dipping

numbers visiting the gardens has allowed the grass to remain green and cut down on the amount

for `Mer=Danseuse' and Carlo Carrà. Grand gleanings galore London, Christie's,

dealer, for $220,000 (£122,200). A pair of granite chairs by Scott Burton (lot 55, est. $100-150,000

caused by air pollution, as well as the growth of a black fungus within the marble encouraged

Greek Ministry of Culture. `It is not a Greek idea, although we have accepted it'.

S.Vio' (68.7x92 cm), and the other `The Grand Canal, Venice, looking north from the Rialto

and his wife made the absorption of this great and valuable fief a far costlier operation

garden and a magnificent rose garden. Large greenhouse displays are also a feature both for vegetables

gracious-lady portraits that limit the woman in growth and leadership, and the siren-victim-criminal

foundation in 1835. The geological maps of Great Britain all use an Ordnance Survey topographic

climber of the `winter trilogy' of the Eiger, Grandes Jorasses and Matterhorn north faces, and

from aloft, Mr Allgood emerged from the group . His face was covered in blood and one



differences are quite slight in most age groups . Where do older people see their GP?

future held in store. `Don't worry,' Princess Grace joked. `It will get a lot worse'.
understandably nervous. She arrived promptly in 
the Green Drawing Room for pre-lunch drinks and then

know it. We want to share the beauty, the grandeur , the history, the tradition. We would like

haunt the gorges and lake shores of the great Sila Massif with its quaint Alpine towns

Florence lies the enchanting region of Chianti. Greve in Chianti is some 18 miles from the city

colour to you non-artistic types) Dralon. Graham has a small sidekick company called MAN-AIR

corrosive effect on some materials. Get the grease gun out and give rod ends and the like

Samantha wants you. Alright. Come here. Hello Grace . Hi. Wh who wants me? Who wants me? Do

asking today if they could come and see granny 's new T V and Yes. Yes, er well a can we

a surgeon to all shoes. When they are in great danger I recover them. Okay go on to the

're very erm elaborate erm That's right. gregarious , you know you've always, er your arms are

Reagan's campaign themes, this was a g a growing concern, he said the federal system has

and we're just like a company Grattan but Grattan own it sort of thing and basically what

them. You could, er they were, they were a great job Aye. you know? And then he come in

boy? Wotcha. Fancy a bit of the old er pop groups you know? Video ? Hello No I'm busy you

yellow? No red. They go red, orange, yellow. Green , blue purple . No, I got . Knock, knock

then do a This has always been iffy this graphics editor! Here we go! It's not with it No

it? no I don't want it thank you Geoff's greased up to the nines after putting on a eig

Great! Great! Great! Great! Great! Great! Great ! Great! That bin's getting on my wick !

`But no soldier,' said Owen with a brief grin , remembering Kerry. Llewelyn's blazing

every way where Harry was. If the boy had growled over his shoulder: `Stand out of my light

them; while the political authorities can grant or withhold economic resources and more

and long-term capital account) in order to grab real resources from the rest of the world

bin. Lemon scented. Lemon scented. Good grief . Look. Got fifty though. Fifty in a thing

and see the main Is it pretty? judge. Oh Grant ! I'm Hey, are you going to your bed? I'm

we've been with it a long time that, we grow older not only physically, but spiritually

in something of a muddle, but Vicky has a great eye for detail. Oh. With enormous patience

What? This is fertiliser for strong leaf growth . See this is one I've put on. They're wedged

that trophy they wanted, she come third in Great Britain, little old gran. Yeah. So, he

hour traffic to a crawl, as it did on high ground in Gloucestershire when overnight rain

of the plant to make paper and linen. The grower can also claim an EC grant of £250 an acre

one of Europe's leading security firms, Group 4, based in the Cotswolds, will run Britain

Jeffrey, her daughter Margaret Godfrey and
grand-
daughter 22 year old Susan Godfrey. The were all

have some real sporting drama at the Manor ground tomorrow afternoon with Oxford playing

jewllers five days ago… when the jeweller… Graham Townsend was stabbed in the chest, back

on victory tomorrow. At the County Ground , Derby inflicted Swindon's first home defeat

call the Wherton bank, that was the best grass , they liked that strip. I used to walk

days later in a field beside the A1 near Grantham , Lincs. She had been struck on the

sentence. I'll do it very quickly. I am the great grandson of the founder of what is now

, it is his word er which has authority, greater authority than any of the so called experts

, would you say that would've helped the growth of the economy even more? So in some way

not a menace to society, and there are a great many other similar people who should never

really earlier today I had to admit to being grateful to John Gummer now I'm gonna have to be



tradition of succession of abbots including great saints and I suppose a few sinners as well

to do to it because it had been kept in great condition throughout its time as a lifeboat

did their own research and found a support group in England. Trips Through them contact

maintaining of energy efficiency across the Group . We also highlight the design and development

account as we feel there will be a demand for growth '. The AIDS Support Grant has been

bowed, smiled thinly at the rest of the group , glanced despairingly at the snoring Cranston

restaurant for up to 300); and the Penguin Group (staff restaurant for 100). Details of

Council and, most importantly, with our growers .' A team of three technical managers

to be published around Easter. The Green Paper is likely to take a comprehensive

silage and improving the utilisation of grass on his 100-acre farm. Cattle specialist

video trial has been paid for by a £120,000 grant from the Urban Crime Fund. The trial

, what is it, logic, typo lecture is the grammar . The options that they've got for actually

. Water. Yes, whe when you go to farmers grow plastic trees. In the future, yeah. Coal

this thingie and I looked up and it said, green ! Well what well Well they've got a green

Russell, who was erm a Presbyterian who gradually moved over to Unitarianism and who, as

development of Medau, Pat is sure that the Grant Aid Programme, which she has been appointed

red and white checked blanket lay on the ground and in the middle of the blanket was the

a picaresque , following the growth of a typical young boy, who had a significant

displays considerable skill in the plan on great power, but rather shown in the writing

had been introduced purely on commercial grounds . A man who suffered a massive heart attack

incidentally, when he stayed in the famous erm Grande Hôtel at Cabours in the summer, he frequently

maid shall walk the world in credit to his grave .' I'm not very sure it's prudent if you

somebody from Group A like to tell us what Group B press release was about. Yes. It was

, almost as a reflex action, find myself grabbing for my diary. Am I free on that day? Can

church to pray in and the churchyard to visit graves etc. etc. Well people have rung into this

because they're Right, yes. in very tiny groups . So let's put them aside. So maybe maybe

of honeymoon period, er and people feel a great pent up demand, people have a great pent

Middell is from Oxford's Amnesty International Group , Clare, how much do you know about this

Le Pen's extreme-right party has been the great talking point of French politics. Now it

to much as a packet of bird seed, on the grounds that they had enough already. What sort

not a million miles from Murrayfield rugby ground in Edinburgh. It is an active and thriving

fours rather than ones and twos. The greatest test of this season has yet to come, when

commentary. The gallery is also showing a group of work under the title The Borders in

appalled at being associated with a gummy grandad and perhaps being all too forcibly reminded

he needed to consult with the Cypriot and Greek political leadership. He said that

secretary to be voted on by the Scottish group and the Scottish party.' Meanwhile

already been made. Although the main group to benefit from the new law are the families

management agency International Management Group moved to put on the match between the champion

numbers have been hit by earlier cutting of grass and silage, which destroyed their nests

trainer Peter Beaumont, captured Cheltenham's greatest prize yesterday when beating the long-time
LATEST comment from the Orkney Seven 
Action Group is strong. The removal of seven children

agreed deal. However, the UK mining group plans to sell off Nerco's oil and gas interests

easy to grow and matures early, and F1 ` Green Duke' is also popular. While genuinely

squeezed both on volume and price.' - PA Grimethorpe lost £1.8 million in the six months to



cent a month. Mr Yeltsin wants the Group of Seven leading industrial nations (G7

anyone who enters it. In his alter ego, Graham Tydeman has already made waves as a sculptor

journey for the taxi driver hired to take the group home. Yesterday, Darlington magistrates

everyone who knows Sara to vote for her. Great Stainton Pub closed: The Kings Arms pub

change your pose.' Fenech bids to join greats BOXING: Australian Jeff Fenech is poised

which included Mike Thornton, deputy head of Greenfield Comprehensive in Newton Aycliffe.

never happening, which shows how far the great game has come. As a gentle reminder that

history of the area. Both Gunnergate Hall and Grey Towers are well documented so it should

proper person, a protection order may be granted . The applicant could then run the

NorthEast has won a £100,000 Government grant for adult education courses run by the

you really miss it.' A HOME Office grant for a youth work project has signalled

returned home there had been an argument. He grabbed her by the throat and threatened to kick

weeds, bramble and elder are also choking growth .' The rescue package, financed by

pupil of Dodmire Juniors and Queen Elizabeth Grammar School, he was a policeman before rising

field, but I am sure it will be another great match.' No player will look forward

centre. Middlesbrough author Derek Gregory won the adult section; joint junior winners

months of cancer. But he bravely put his grief to one side last night and donned his funny

homesick but he hasn't, you know? Yeah He's growing up isn't he? Yeah Bye Cheers Terry Bye

the murders was found in Vernage's stolen green Cortina, said Mr Nutting. Among murder

. `There is a rumour on the prison grapevine that if you run either side of a lamp-post

wealthy actor to buy. It stands in a group of four renovated farm buildings and is

returned. The one relationship that had ever grown to mean anything in D'Arcy's life would

any solid, glassy or crystalline. Griffith had demonstrated that the theoretical strength

192p since September 30. Fire engine group Trinity has also powered ahead, adding

and demotic as well as, most importantly, Greek . The British polymath Thomas Young (1773-1829

festival of Passover celebrated the Exodus, the greatest event in Jewish history, when Moses, sent

scream and the breath left her body with a groan . It was the first time her father had hit

been traditionally assumed, temperatures greater than those in the centre of the Sun so

beans in this crazy world.' Four die in grenade attack at golf club FOUR people were

miller would be the buyer, who proposed to grind not corn but electricity. It was fortunate

ingestion of food; and, second, the principle of growth which transforms us from childhood to maturity

you to let it to. I've heard some pretty grim tales from people who've let property complete

top, having achieved the historic second Grand Slam. They are still with us. The only

to produce video evidence to help reduce Griffiths ' sentence. STAMP FURY COLIN PRICE

Nigel Mansell sensationally decided to quit Grand Prix racing yesterday. And, to complete

would like to be included. But it's up to Graham Taylor now.' Taylor saw the dark destroyer

opportunity to break the law on conscientious grounds . If a right to conscientious tax

2.6 shows an example file header. A graph structure was chosen as an efficient way

yesterday attended the first meeting of a help group set up in Nottingham for mothers of triplets

be needed to get the real paper off the ground . Lowe had already calculated launch costs

announcing that Chelsea's Stamford Bridge ground , which had been threatened with closure

may have to give up her job because Lucy's gran cannot travel to the new school.

would never make it as an actor. SHAME: Green Soldier is accused of shooting sentry pal
Particularly when Fergie - to the astonishment 
and great displeasure of Buckingham Palace staff



Bay hotel in Woolacombe, Devon, charges Great Escapes customers £35 for their meals.

Southampton have splashed out £1.5m on Perry Groves and Ken Monkou, with £750,000 earmarked

variety of monitor sizes in monochrome, grey scale, and colour. They offer simultaneous

the bunker to set up an easy shot into the green or, more likely, for a conservative drive

since he always turned up at the practice ground the following morning more or less on time

418). It believes it can quickly make up ground on other Unix suppliers. DEC claims 2,000

important social dimension, since relatives grouped together and called by the same term exhibit

directly from their workstations; Advanced Graphical Environments Inc's X Server software that

will follow around two years later. But the group 's urgency is underlined by its statement

reasoning about an open and competitive interest group universe (see pp. 129 - 30). In corporatist

instrument'. In most liberal democracies it has gradually been supplemented by a new plebiscitary

an injunction, on copyright infringement grounds , to bar Microsoft from including NetWare
prices. SPANISH GOVERNMENT CHECKS 
UNIX GROWTH At 35%, IDC says Spain has the fastest

have been a major factor in productivity growth after the war, because it is well known

historical precedence in Japanese prints, where ground up mother of pearl was used to catch the

become the most powerful telecommunications group in China after signing three contracts
environmental businesses, Graseby Andersen Inc 
and Graseby Andersen Ltd, as well as two new additions

small bank. And slowly he had extended his grip . The huge leap forward had taken place

also postulates that there is a tendency to group ethnic minority children in studies of

adoption. The children, like all others, grow up and pass through childhood into adolescence

each day's work. Clearly there is so much ground to be covered, particularly on the engineering

it says would be acceptable if planners granted permission. But the proposed restrictions

quadriathlon just as the sport was getting off the ground . Last year he was selected for the

Policemen Or Tragedy (SPOT), the campaign group behind all the stamp licking and hot-air
BRITAIN'S FORMER AMERICAS CUP 
CHALLENGER GRAHAM

WALKER, RECENTLY LOGGED A DAYS RUN OF 
227

effort, confidence in their abilities, and great strength or force of character.' Furthermore

to Spain's historic routes One of the greatest things about the beauty of a Journey through

market, the energy future exchange, the grain exchange and the fruit auction. In

chorus of frogs. `That's right,' said a big green frog named Ferd. `That dog has got to go

along but Simon and Sylvia Swan. ` Greetings and sssalutations,' said Simon. `I give

commonly found, the core area of a social grouping . Another means by which light may

for a few minutes a day. This will be of great help to both of us when we come to continue

pointed out by Robert Bakker, who showed that growth from a ceratopsian egg to a one-ton creature

are placed in them which have a generous growth of algae on them, and are changed once

original '60s model, excellent condition, great tone, collectable, £100 ono. HOFNER

mid-range' in price, but they both sound great and they both sound very different. The

compare two sentences, each from a different group , specially noticing if you can spot any

centre since 1964, used regularly by various groups , young and old. Football and cricket teams

at the controls on the Crate - seven band graphic equaliser, limiter, pre-shape - you seem

beautiful blue and purple colours which look great when the aquarium light is combined with

Diary and Rosemary Verey's Book of Days 8 Grow your own herbs in these beautiful terracotta

the axiom, the greatest happiness of the greatest number, as the main principle of morality

very strong as the scene opened and then gradually bringing things down until everything was



individual concerned. A house is a living, growing , moving environment.' Contact Jon

approach to live performance - with a tenacious grasp of melody and a literate lyrical style.

significance. It's a black celebration, a grimy , twisted tribute to an era that gave us

drops in with flowers?' `Charlie, grow up! When something like this happens everyone

marked a watershed in the collecting of Greek vases. While in 1965 at the Spencer Churchill
catalogue. design Margo Rouard-Snowman 
Museum Graphics (Thames and Hudson, London, 1992) 191pp.

lay-out, handsome printing (by Ages Arti Grafiche , Turin) on paper of pleasing quality. Most

the Raeburn, and the creamy Aran knitting grew perceptibly on her lap. What she told me

Mark Dion, Peter Fend, Andrea Fraser, Renée Green , Charline von Heyl, Michael Krebber, Hans-Jörg

those aged 85 and over. Within this oldest group , those living alone or with a spouse alone

Christian meant to be a person engaged in the Great Battle. This battle, which is still raging

out according to some carefully laid down ground rules of fair play. Consequently,

medieval craft. A VISIT TO one of the great medieval cathedrals remains, for believers

rank, as you will understand. Such is to a great extent your due.' `My due, you say

how potential credit users imagine that granters will behave - not necessarily the same

social dialect: its use is a marker of social group membership, and the relationship between

differences in language behaviour between other groups . It is not suggested that the results of

pastors, only people eager to learn and grow , to share the Gospel. We do have Elders

lithograph plate from John Gould's Birds of Great Britain (five volumes 1862-73). Generally

second Test 12 with its five changes. Among a growing minority there was a tendency to immoderate

Nortons, a side collated from the villages of Great and Little Norton, two hamlets whose relative

the local playgroup or mother and toddler group . Once a family contacts or is referred

They were doing their best to restrict peak growth , but neither the Central Authority nor

with mass 7.5eV, and 1% baryonic. Certain ` grand unified theories' may provide a physical

expression vector, had no apparent effect on limb growth . Recombinant human BMP-2 and BMP-4, generously

evidence for a broad feature. Finally, in group 4, we have again constructed an ensemble

transducing pathways that stimulate cells to grow and adopt specific phenotypes of functional

the other hand, removal of a functional group interacting with a residue other than His197

letter sent to the Duke of Montrose by John Graham of Killearn, writing on behalf of the Laird
between the NVALA and MRA. From its 
Midlands grassroots in the Clean-up TV Campaign, the NVALA

the post-conciliar Church. While it has greatly strengthened individual bishops, hitherto

between state and federal governments, is growing out of control, partly because states keep

of good fruit and vegetables, a short but growing list of wines a Frenchman might be persuaded

he does not understand love, The error is great , since Emilia is the only person who knows

services chairman Bob Pitt said: `We have put a great deal of effort into preparing contracts

buzzard which had been taken over by a great grey owl. As the young owls had fledged, he

disturbed parties of curlew, sandpipers and grey plover. On going back to the airstrip later

earlier. So was municipal waste, in spite of growth in GDP per head of 1.8% a year over the

basis points to 8.8%. German broad money grew by 8.8% in the year to April and its narrow

whose central tenet he declares to be `the greatest happiness of the greatest number' (it is

. We went down twice, to see grandma and grandpa . We hated it, Angie and me. We didn't like

have sex with men occasionally, there is a greater risk involved. Practise safer sex and drug

equal opportunities employer. ICI Seeds GROWING
FOR A BETTER FUTURE EAMES JONES JUDGE 
HAWKINGS



black markings were new. Dalgliesh was grateful for these minutes of quiet contemplation

placed four bolt runners in the shallow groove right of Phantom Zone to give the extremely

your experience of growing up, living and growing older; you with all your joys and aspirations

regular target for consumer watchdogs and grousers . However, when our car was serviced at

their relatives and friends, joining the growing numbers gathering daily around the Xidan

John had given me a thorough brief on the ground , I took-off from Duxford and ten seconds

spectrum of difficulty. Irrespective of grade they all have one thing in common - sheer

infrastructure A semantic network is a graph where natural language terms have been

about being or becoming a resident. Some groups may be for information giving. The usual

also includes the `absolute historicism' of Gramsci and the Frankfurt School. Above all, he

objects, text, spreadsheets, sound, video and graphics between different Windows applications.

states. Their dominance outside the Americas grew into a world supremacy which reached a

place, the number of very big cities was growing rapidly, as it had been since about the

France, the Netherlands and Sweden. The third group was still in 1914 the largest. It embraced

personnel director of an international trading group agreed. He said that a company could suffer

subsidize their newspapers on political grounds , but the mounting losses incurred in this

Community Radio is aimed at distinct ethnic groups , and pop music radio stations at the burgeoning

describe the culture and life style of the group of people being studied in a way that is

Ladner's (1979) account of young black girls growing up in US cities in the 1960s, for example

diagonally uphill to your right onto the Gray Crag ridge (0.5 miles). Follow this narrow

the genet. Darwin commented on the growth of such plants and the ways in which they

they were aged ten, those who went to the grammar schools scored slightly higher than those

machinery, they introduced the concept of GRIST days and the 1265 hours. As we all know

really have been spawned? Where else? In some great covert laboratory orbiting the outermost

plasterwork, the heating and the plumbing. He grinned when he picked up the phone to check the

its own stigma and petals, pick up a few grains with a small paint brush, and transfer

Stipe exchanged instruments for parts of ` Green ', but here the whole writing, rehearsal

period, following which `Formidable's' air group launched an attack on Tripoli on 17th.

1878 and lived in Quinta Deão. He was a great horticulturist and introduced many species

have decided to become novelists with teeth gritted , by sheer force of will. Neither seems

spring': Of these a mighty people shortly grew And puissant kings which all the world
courtroom. This alone would have been 
sufficient grounds for divorce as far as my Pop was concerned

, then gazed adoringly up the nose of a Greek god as he wheeled me into an open lift

Bible,' he said miserably. Tom gave a grunt . `I'll tell you a Bible story meself In

oriental vegetables such as pak choi and texsel greens , about which Joy Larkcom is an authority

With the film's release, the same gay groups have been picketing cinemas in the US,

've heard nowt.' `So you don't know Grandfather 's dead?' She made no attempt to break it

Maria. She could not bear to think of her grandfather . And then suddenly Sean's mood changed

Test in Port Elizabeth. Testing times By Graham Otway TO be thankful for small mercies

injured, appeared to be a mistake. If Graham is searching for reasons why Arsenal have

Lord Forte as chairman of the Forte hotel group , gained £1.43m. Of the 60 directors

making, individual company cultures give greater or lesser emphasis to each category. For

proposed following major commitments by Groupe Bollore to meet EC rules. The competition

water turbulence. A hardy and easy plant to grow in the aquarium. It requires a rest



unwashed sand should be provided initially. Granulated clay can be added at subsequent intervals

success. This is an ideal species to be grown in the background of the tank and will

of being `the only 12-year-old queer in Great Britain' and a girl confided a desire to

Jason, the breakdancing expert in the group , says: `A lot of people have a problem

simplicity and rough appearance he had a certain grace of figure. Of course, Vincent explained

Montagu introduced the management to Morgan Grenfell Development Capital. `We saw several venture

transaction in securities', applying the dicta in Greenberg v CIR (1971) 47 TC 240. Stock dividends

furniture. Trading down helped the firm grab business from smaller operators and more

Red Lion, a 17th century coaching inn at Grasmere , is available for £46. Forte has several

encashment value of a PEP should be far greater than an endowment plan, and provide the
Hansons 14%, Wolverhampton & Dudley 12% 
and Greenalls 11%. NEW ISSUES Flotation still a positive

draft Cadbury Report was published. The great and the good of the City spoke. Each in

the soap, two on top of the Steinway, her grinning grand with its dangerous fin. And the boy

mistake. It had been agreed implicitly that group relief should be deducted from profits

beaten in an attack on Chichester, losing a great part of its numbers. Eadulf, a Saxon noble

inquest decided yesterday. Oliver Gregory , who set High Street trends as co-founder

late. Her grandfather Christopher Grenside was last night fearing the worst. `I can

in nearby Carterton to save 50p on family groceries . Mrs Smith, his 66-year-old mother-in-law

casement window was badly rotted, and its ground floor location and reasonable size made

stopped spending. On the other hand the great portraits of the Chairman of the Revolutionary

have used it to describe his own limited grasp of the subject, but it would have been

Emperor Edward the Seventh died. Before the Great War, and afterwards also, this had been

Distribution, the Acer Group Altos arm of CST Group Ltd has reported booming sales figures

Spitfire replica `K9926'. Below: Keeping a grip on reality is Lightning F.1A XM173 in the

industrial relations arrangements can be grouped according to their common elements. Since

. There is no doubt that the early growth of trade unionism was a major influence

over the shoulder' of the experts. As we grow and develop as artists, our understanding

listing of the 2000 most frequent `word groups '. A word group is all the most usual forms

variety of exercise types, pair work, and group work a Tell The Story activity using photographs

happiness in the power of creativity and great art to bring self-awareness and fulfilment

the various Improvements' to be `Slaves gradually transmitted into a free Peasantry'.

curious creatures - dog-sized bats with grinning Gnome heads. The curtains at either end

of tanks and equipment. Even quite large grain gravel has not prevented this female C.

to Dessau on May 28 was the roughest the Group ever experienced. Dan Knight stated

everything to anyone, she can still mean a great deal to a number of people. She may also

a flower sheds petals, they fell to the ground , lay scattered round his feet. It struck

gains brief purchase, adopting the pose of a Grand Duchess. In seconds, though, a fist of

Church of England, although in this case the growth was not without frustrations. In June 1987

drama-based, the creative type and discussion groups . After follow-up work on numerous

bed, and later I will have them send up gruel ,' said Dinah. Now that the thing was done

the Alfa Romeo engines. Though Hunt was grateful , this was hardly an ideal solution. Another

meatballs, quiches or omelettes, and items with grilled cheese. Since drink is the focus of the

move, sit and stand will show you have a greater body awareness and pride. Your body language

The application may be refused, granted or granted subject to limitations. The applicant



undertaker's schedule, the availability of a grave-digger - or the parish coffin if it was needed

her way past the two women and went into Granny 's house. I followed and peered round. Everything

spinning and followed the others on to firm ground , if sand can ever be called firm. We carried

relaxed way of living, and proved herself a great sport who loved a party and hunted like

may be carrying arms. This made Abie grip the reins tightly; the muscles of his neck

convey that she expected as little from grandchildren as from children. Rev. Levitt finished

cause relatively few problems; but when they grow beyond this, political , social

other company. This was also rejected on the ground that the Commission had wide and flexible

refer to education as relevant to economic growth . Ginzberg points out, in relation to Ricardo

investment, employment and hence to economic growth . The payment of social security benefits

which social policy may assist economic growth . It is quite possible that by taking care

difficult to arrange; the experience will be of great value whichever branch you intend to enter

but the outer edges were tinged a paler green . A low buzz of power warned him away from

shipment, which in some jurisdictions, such as Great Britain is neither a document of title

puddings. The taxi climbed through gaunt, grey streets with, here and there, ragged October

Can't use Finn for me puppets again,' he grumbled . `Useless bastard. Useless.' Finn

of their conditions attached to earlier grants been ignored but also they themselves were

by the village schoolmistress to mind a group of local children. He took them for a stroll

experiments on stone tools, for example, have greatly increased knowledge about how they were

been used in the study of discourse, by Grimes (1975: 337) for example, to describe the

closure. The more distant one of those later groups is, the more likely we are to be able to

you ! The dear little girl, Catherine the Great , isn't in it.' Before Flavia could find

took the Sutton pupils outside, the two groups did not really mingle or play together.

imagine her in wellies with a basket of grain or something, throwing it about the yard

as the downlands of the south. It can be grown in all parts of the United States. The

everting an anal pouch and squeezing it round grass stems. The anal pouch of that giant rodent

representation. Boundary Representation This grew naturally from the edge and surface description

a true and fair view of the state of the group 's and the company's affairs and of the

in which they cannot earn. A third group consists of unemployed people who take

hesitation or scruple, and we repeat with the greatest force at our command that seamen, to whatever

useful er in relation to the Regional Liaison Group er of the tripartite er unison unions erm

where it was at these times. So We know the graph is going to look something like this. There

trees, which would undoubtedly be a suitable greenbelt boundary. Surely the question is whether

unnecessary to consider the alternative ground of maladministration. But it does

section 17 of the Evidence Act. He gave as the ground for his refusal Matadial's acceptance that

which should live longer in your tank. Their growth rate or lack of it often reflects the quality

or more the same size and allow them to grow up and pair off naturally. Your chances

taking the short cut to what she had already grown to think of as home. The children

would be premature to describe the youth groups and subcultures associated with many popular

by swimming trunks, is a shape which is growing in popularity, as is the longer-line short

made Corinth the physical centre of his new Greek league (though whether the meeting-chamber

they are frivolous and vexatious, or on the ground of disclosure of no reasonable cause of

Office employment was one of the major growth sectors of the economy in the 1950s and

motivated by the very desire to make prisoners' grievances and allegations visible in a way that would



Newton-le-Willows and two pretty girls in the 
top grade at Werneth prep. Well, he was late and

they stand at a bus stop.' FATHER GREG BOYLE, SJ, has been pastor at the Mission

said with a shock that she realised she had grown up among the men on her father's farm without
symptoms of the symptom of frequency in the 
two groups and that is the case for all the symptoms

paupers grew. Lancashire was experiencing a grim depression. In these circumstances, the

and from the water a swan gave its harsh, grating cry. Nick, holding her, said quietly

, cut bread for toast, beat up eggs with grated cheese in a pan. At nine she put the television

think. There's a there's the b recreation ground on one corner. You know Mm. to er me dad

that he knew and she'd brought him to this great , dusty mausoleum of a place where he did

graze all on the elbow and it's all full of grit and muck, help Come and sit down here my

bishops, in accordance with the permission granted in Vatican two's decree, to allow an open
unoccupied children are in the most 
disadvantaged group of one parent families. The clearest

an anteriorly placed larynx (Mallampati grade II-III) and the patient's great size (he

stones. They will kill him.' Fairfax grasps the old man by his wrist. `Laibon

the number of low-paid jobs, a significant group of flexible workers find themselves in

approach, although the HMI surveys employ a greater degree of structure. While it would be

science and technology and accompanied by the growing role of organizations as actors in society

remember while you are there why this is such graceful countryside. The depopulation has been

might be talking yourself out of that five grand and into some trouble besides. You gonna

been, one can only guess. The other subject groups , however, represent a largely demand-led

discipline is in the doldrums, and not a great deal is happening at the research level

gives the relationship between five subject groups and four types of work for universities

arms, and Kate hugged her. `Oh, Mum…. Gran … I'm so glad you're here!' Evelyn

seen before or since. PLATE 79. Gidding Grove
Farm, Great Gidding, Huntingdonshire 
(Cambridgeshire

have a fascinating story to tell of the growth of such areas if we are prepared to look

the relatively settled period of economic growth in the 1950s and early 1960s. Against the
individually and collectively. (The Labour Party 
in Great Britain was created to promote the interests

increase was seen by birth cohort in all age groups . Incidence according to histology

running water; it was ovoid, a piece of granite about big enough to hold in a clenched

astonished by the number of people there and grateful for their warmth and support, but I felt

Yours faithfully , Dallas Manderson Group Trade Sales Director Random House, .

unlawful for a woman to be dismissed on grounds of age when a man would not be. In 1990

who may well be in the hands of the cochon gris . And most importantly to you, I'm the

a single shot, but the other man went to ground . It was the first time Ingrid had been

she'd begun to swing up a knee into his groin he jerked her towards him. Off-balance,

had then, and retain, a keen dislike for gratuitous publicity. The upshot of this little matter

time. Many of the lords are jealous of your great success against Blefuscu, and Flimnap still

the branch and pull it ripping out of the grass and ferns. I start to run again, back the

was probably the occupational community's greatest source of strength. Inevitably the boundaries

differences, as tensions, and often as the grounds for subsequent divergences, breakaways,

some of this control should be a source of great anxiety for many people. The fact that

court together with accrued interest had grown to U.S.$2½m. and U.S.$½m. would be fully


